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Present law requires the state Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE) to establish a process for the review,
adoption, procurement, and distribution of free textbooks and other instructional materials used at the elementary and
secondary level. Requires each public school governing authority to adopt policies for adoption and use of textbooks and
other instructional materials that have not been reviewed by the Department of Education (DOE). Proposed law requires
that the school governing authorities establish evaluation criteria and procedures by which the review committee shall
determine the extent to which textbooks align with the state content standards. Further provides that those textbooks and
instructional materials which have not been reviewed by the DOE but have been reviewed by the governing authority and
deemed aligned with state standards be given equal weight by the DOE in all matters, including determination of eligibility
for federal or state funding.   Effective upon governor's signature.

There is an indeterminable impact to local school districts as a result of this measure. The LFO cannot determine whether
districts would be able to acquire curriculum materials at a cost more or less than what is currently being expended.

The Department of Education (LDE) classifies textbooks and instructional materials into three tiers. Materials rated Tier 1 or
Tier 2 by the state-review process may be purchased under the authority of a state contract through the central depository
or the publisher directly. The LDE has negotiated contract pricing with these publishers. Tier 3 materials not under state
contract must be awarded based on a competitive basis and follow certain publisher agreements. Textbooks and
instructional materials approved at the local level have no Minimum Foundation Program (MFP) funding restrictions, so local
school systems may purchase materials based on their local needs. They are not bound by a state list of recommended or
approved textbooks and instructional materials.

There may be an increase in revenues for local school districts. The LFO cannot determine whether the proposed legislation allows the
districts to meet the criteria utilized by the LDE to distribute certain funds, and whether districts will become eligible.

The LDE stated it does not provide funding specifically for the purpose of curriculum purchases. However, per the 2019-2020 School
System Planning Guide, school systems may request competitive funds to support the purchase of new Tier 1 curriculum materials at
schools in need of improvement. In 2017-2018, as part of $31.7 M in federal funds distributed to support high quality improvement plans,
an average allocation of $33,000 was awarded to certain schools to support the purchase of new Tier 1 curriculum materials.

The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) requires states to identify struggling schools, (labeled CIR or UIR by LDE), which are required to
develop a plan for improvement. Schools may choose to request funding to support the implementation of these plans, as approved by the
LDE. These plans include, but are not limited to, the use of new standards-aligned instructional materials, training for teachers, support
for teacher leaders, and principal development. Per the LDE, the restriction on the use of funds to purchase only Tier 1 curricula exists
only for the above referenced competitive funding, as it is specifically reserved, per ESSA, to support improvement in schools identified as
CIR/UIR. ESSA requires that schools which have been identified for improvement and which receive school improvement funds include
evidence-based activities, strategies, and interventions in their school improvement plans. School improvement funds can only be used to
support activities that meet the top three tiers of evidence as defined in ESSA.
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